Notes from 2-14-14


ARK – Travis And Kari
CO – Ross McCauley
FL - Gil Nelson
GA – Richard Carter
MI – Anna Monfils
WVA – Emily Gillespie
TN – Joey Shaw/Ashley Morris
CA - Erica Kimmel

Travis is using OK; FLORAS OF NA PROJECT – FLORAS EXPLORER
  • Looking for journal article county floras – looking for cited herbaria
  • He is doing this across US
  • Travis knows this is going to be missing data
  • Limiting to peer reviewed manuscripts – limits

Joey Shaw – National Heritage Program
  • Has monster list of listed species and associated herbaria – he is busy
detangling this picture

Stinger – Big picture – people want to know impacts!
  • If not in GBIF – not on radar
  • iDigBio is looking to make DarwinCore Archive to serve to GBIF (note from G. Nelson)

Elizabeth Martin and Stinger presented on BISON and ITIS